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ENVIRONMENTAL
MAINTENANCE

GUIDELINES
IN CHANNEL

FOR VEGETATION
AND ON BANKS.

INTRODUCTION

These Guidelines.are designed to assistFlood Defence staff to determine-themost
environmentally suitable method of vegetation maintenance. They should be used in
conjunction with the Guidelines for the Justification of River Maintenance, The
Guidelines.do not include background-rationale or the ecological principles
underlying their developm,entwhich have been set out in the background document
(R&D 536/1/ST): .TheseGuidelines were originally issued as R&D Note 511 in 1996
a.nd.weresubsequentlytested by Flood Defence, Conservation and Fisheries stafI. :..
from each Region of the Enviromnent Agency..
These Guidelines cover two aspects of routine maintenance- those in the channel
and on banks. The Channel Guidelines cover plants in the wetted area of the channel.
Those for the banks cover land above the wetted area, excluding-flood banks, and do
not include options for management of woody vegetation. This has been excluded as
it is not a routine management activity.
The decision tree below charts the recommended step-by-step process for
determining themextentand type of channel or bank managementwhich is,‘Best’,
‘Good’ or ‘Acceptable’.practice. A detailed flow chart of the method is given on
page 3 but a summary of the process is asfollows:1.
2:
3.

Identity possible operational practice.for the river or bank type.
Either (a) implement the most suitable Good or Best Practice or,-if this isnot.
possible,
(b) determine channel or bank.wildlife quality.
Depending on-the quality of the site, either (a) implement Acceptable practice.
or, if this is not possible;.
(b) consult withFER regarding the acceptability of other practices.

Where more than one option ranks equally (ie two practices are operationally ..
appropriate and rank-the same in conservation terms) then the one which involves a
smaller-proportion of the river or bank being managedor one-which extendsthe
timescale between operations should be chosen. ;
The Guidelines do not include a ‘do-nothing’ option as they take as the starting point.
that there has been an identified need for vegetation management. There may
however be situations where management is not required-for Flood Defence reasons
but, some,managementmay be required to maintain the conservation interest. FER I:
should therefore be informed of any proposal to,discontinue management.
There will be occasionswhere the river in questionwill have specific ecological.
interest which.cannot be detected using the Guidelines. For this reason FER should.
notify FD ,of any river that contains important species,such as otters, water voles or
migratory salmonids, or is designated as a wildlife site of any description; eg Site of
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Special ScientZic Interest or County Wildlife Site, in advance of any possible changes
to a maintenance regime, Consultations may need to be maintained.
It is not the function of these Guidelines to dictate contracting and implementation
arrangements, Internal Guidelines should be followed to help in these matters.
Examples include ‘Requirements for Watercourse Maintenance Works’ produced by
Thames Region 1997, ‘Grass cutting and Aquatic Weedcutting Service Level
Agreement’ produced by North Wessex-Somerset Area of the Southwest Region and
‘Specifications for Flood Defence Maintenance Works’ produced by Anglian Region
in 1997. Additionally the Environment Agency has produced best practice guidelines
on Aquatic Weed Control Operation (R&D Note 395). However, to assist,
Appendices 1 and 2 contain photographs which illustrate good and bad working
practice for wildlife in channel and on banks.
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METHOD
To identify the best practice for.either
management
A.

B.

Channel

D.

.,

Determine Channel,category
(see Stage 1 page 4) or
Bank category (see Stage 3 page 10) as appropriate

GotoB

Determine Best or Good Practice for Channel
(see Stage 2 page 5) or Bankl(seeStage 4 page-,12) management
Can Best or Good
Practice be implemented?,

c.

or Bank-vegetation

a. Yes

Go.to G 1

b. No

GotoC

Determine Channel (see Stage 5 page 15) or
Bank (Stage 6 page. 22) wildlife quality
a. High

Determine the wildlife quality
of adjacent land(Stage 7 page 26)

GotoE

b. Not high

GotoD

a. High :I

GotoE

b. :‘Not high’ :

GtitoF

E.

If-either river (channel or bank as appropriate) or adjacent land wildlife
quality is High, and Best or Good Practice cannot be implemented,
continue with existing practice* and consult With PER**. Document
agreed action.

F.

If wildlife quality-is not High -for either river (channel or bank as
appropriate) or adjacent land can Acceptable Practice be implemented?
Go.to G
a. Yes
b., No

G.

Implement
future..

H.

Discuss with FER.whether
agreed procedures.

the.desired

practice and document

Go toH

it so-it may be followed in

-Poor-Practice can be used. Document

the-’

*Existing practice is defined as having been regularly used in the past five years and being expected
to continue into the titure. It should be documented so that it is not inadvertently changed.
*%nmediate modification of practice may not be possible, but lengths should be identified and a
timetable agreed for reconsidering approaches to vegetation control
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STAGE

1

DETERMINE

CHAN-NEL

CATEGORY

From the gradient and average bed width of the channel over the reach under
consideration iden@ the river category.
WIDTH
<2
<2
Z-C5
2-<5
5-<lo
5-<lo
10+
10 +

(m)

GRADIENT

CATEGORY

Steeper than 1: 1500
Less steep than 1: 1500
Steeper than 1: 1500
Less steep than 1: 1500
Steeper than 1: 1500
Less steep than 1: 1500
Steeper than 1: 1500
Less steep than 1: 1500

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

steeper than 1: 1500 = > 0.07 %
less steep than 1: 1500 = < 0.07 %
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STAGE 2

DETERMINE
BEST PRACTICE
MAINTENANCE

FOR CHANNEL

Use the following tables to evaluate the proposed management.. Two tables are
provided within this section.. .:The first relates to the management of emergent
vegetation (those plants which rise above the water and which.may be in the centre or
on the margins of the wetted channel). The second-relates to the submerged.
vegetation.. ..
To evaluate the practice: -.
1. Use the relevant table to identify the acceptability of the practice currently used.
2. If existing operational practice is Best or Good Practice (see below), continue
with this .or adopt an even more. sensitive approach if practicable: .:
3. If existing operational practice or none of the practices that you could use is Best
or Good,.then identify the wildlife quality of the reach (Stages.5, page 15, and 7,
page 26). Refer to the method on page 3 for guidance on whether.an Acceptable
Practice can be adopted or whether consultation with FER is required.
If both emergent and submerged/floating vegetation occur and are to be managed as
one operation, then use both tables and identify,which is the most acceptable practice.
When management of narrow (<2m wide). steep-sided watercourses is undertaken,
bank.management-may be-required as an integral part of the.work. If this is the case
then the Guidelines for bank management should also be consulted to find the most
acceptable practice:
Key to the tables:

A::.;-‘- Acceptable Practice - FER agreement required for rivers of high wildlife
: quality(see section 5).
G
Good Practice - implement for any river unless a best practice option.can
be chosen.
B
Best Practice- implement for any river.NB:

1.
2.
3.
4:

References to percentages in the table refer to the percentage of the total channel along the
operational reach that has vegetation removed
Where a rotation formanagement is given e.g. 2 - 5 years, then on the longer cycles (5+
years) whole channel management will be acceptable though not desirable. On shorter
rotations (2/3 years) it will not be acceptable and only Best practice should be used.
Cutting assumesthat the whole reach length is cut as required However, desilting+nd i
herbicide use assumethat only a proportion of the reach is managed with no more than
30% of a river system being managed in any one year.
No regime that has a longer management timescale than 7 years is considered This is
becauselonger periods between management stop an operation being routine-maintenance
and become a one-off management operation.
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Table 1: Emergent

Vegetation

Option

Channel
1

12

Category
3

4

IG
G
B

(G
G
B

5

6

7

8

G
B

I[G
G
B

I
IG
G
B

IG
G
B

Selective clearance (< 10 %)

Mdtiwle

I

annual cuttim swrind.smnn~er lvith autum

60 % clear
30 % clear
Sele ctive (:lea.ralrice (<

%

I 3iennial cuttina
Whole channel clear
90 % + clear
i50 - 90 % clear
30 - 60 % clear
1 lo-30%clear
j Selective clearance (< 10 %)
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G
G
B

I
Iii

Table’l:

Emergent .Vegetation

cant: ‘.:

Option

ChanneLCategory
1 12
3 14:+

16

(7

IS

Tuttin 3-5 year rotation
Whole channel clear
90%+ channel clear
60 - 90 % clear
1
1 30 - 60 % clear
10 - 30 % clear
Selective clearance (< IO %)

IO.- 60.% clear
clear
Selective clearance (< 10 %) ...
I Whole channel clear
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.,G
,G
I

.,--

IG .IG IG-liF
G
B

G
G
B,.B

G:B

G
B

G
G
G..-., G

G.:.
G,

G.,
B

G,,
B

G
B

,G

IG-.(G.
1 G: .I B
I
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(G
G.
1 B :,I B

IG

IG

1B

1B

IG

IG1
1 B:‘- 1 G,. 1

Table 2: Submerged/

Floating

Vegetation

Option

Channel

Category

Annual cutting - spring/ summer
Whole channel clear
I 90 % + clear

10 - 30 % clear
1 Selective clearance (< 10 %)

Mirltiz7le annual cuttinp swrimz with either summer or azrtumn

I

1 Whole channel clear
60 - 90 % clear

Selective clearance (< 10 %)

annual cuttinp summer and autumn

50 - 90 % clear
I 30 - 60 % clear
I Selective clearance (< 10 %)
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IB

IB

Table:2:

Submerged/

Floating

Option

Vegetation

Channel
1

10 -.30 % clear
Selective clearance (< 10 %)

G
B

Selective clearance (< 10 %)
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Category
13 -14

G.-G.
B
G

IG-IG

15

G
G-B

(G

16.

G..

.)G

(7.

Is

G .G
G:- G

IG

IG

STAGE 3

1.

DETERMINE

BANK

CATEGORY

Identify the predominant vegetation structures in the reach to be managedalong
each river bank from the diagrams below and the photographs on the following
pages. It is important to differentiate between them to ensure that different ,
types are optimally managed.
A

B.

or

Uniform

(predominantly one
vegetation type, lacking
trees or scrub)

A
Simple (predominantly.

2-3 vegetation types
with or without trees or
scrub.- e.g. trees with a.
short grass understorey) ..

2.

Identify the bank category from the bed width of the river and the vegetation
structure on the banks..

BED WIDTH
(ml

1

<2
<2
2-<5
2-<5
5;<10
5-<lo
10+
10 f

VEGETATION
I STRUCTURE

Uniform :
Simple L
Uniform
Simple
Uniform
Simple
uniform
Simple
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A
B ‘..
C
D
E
F.
G
H
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STAGE 4 DETERMINE

BEST PRACTICE

FORBANK

MAINTENANCE

Use the following tables to evaluate the proposed management. Two tables are
provided within this section. .The first relates to the.management of uniform
vegetation. -Floodbanks are excluded because of their special management needs.
The second relates to simple vegetation structures on banks,
Banks with complex vegetation (4 or- more vegetation types which will include
woody vegetation such as scrub and trees) are not included in these Guidelines. For
this vegetation structure to be present, management will be on a longer rotation than
seven years or only patch management and so is not considered to be a routine
activity. Regional,or Area guidelines on the ,management of woody vegetation
should be consulted and occasional selective management may be necessary.
To evaluate the practice:
1. Use the relevant, table to identify the,acceptability of the practice currently. used..
2. If existing operational practice is Best or Good Practice (see below), continue. ’
with this or adopt an even more sensitive approach if practicable.
3. If existing operational practice or none of the practices that you could use is Best
or Good, then identify the wildlife quality. of the reach-(Stages 6, page 22;and 7,
page 26). Refer to the method on:page.3 for guidance on whether an Acceptable.
Practice-can be adopted or whether consultation with FER is required.
If uniform and simple types of vegetation are both,present in discrete lengths then
Best Practice should,be identified for each type..- In summary, it is generally best to
work on one bank only and undertake selective cutting.. Wherever possible,- toe-strips
should be left, the wider,the better on bothsides. Autumn/winter cutting is better
than cutting.in spring/summer.~L.
Whenmanagement of narrow (<2m wide);steep-sided watercourses is undertaken,
bank management may be required as an integral part of channel management. If this
is the case then the Guidelines-for channel management should also be consulted to
find the most acceptable practice.
Management of invasive plants is not covered by these-Guidelines (see R&D Note‘,
233).
Key to the tables:

::A:; :.-: Acceptable Practice - FER.agreement required for rivers of high wildlife
-.:.’ quality (see Section 6):.
G .’ Good Practice - implement for any river unless a best practice option can
be chosen.
!B
Best Practice- implement for any river,
Technical ReportW135
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Table 1: For rivers with uniform
1 Management

Option

banks (excluding
Bank category
A
(~2)

IBank Mowii m/Flaiilina

C
(2-5)

twice ver year

Herbicide Use

Technical Report W135

floodbanks)

- 13 -.

E
(5-10)

G
(10 +)

Table 2: For simple vegetation

structure.

Management

Bank Category

Option

B
(~2)

Toe strip left - 0.25 - 1.0 m
Toe strin left - 1 m .+

D.
~ (2-5)

1:-js;,..;:.-,-:-I B

H
(10+) I

F
(5-lo)..

1B

1

:

Mowing/ Flailing once every 3 -5 years to
Whole bank cut - both sides
Whole bank cut - one side
T&;..‘. 1..;. :,:&.-+;;:‘i G
Toe strin left -0.25 m wide
,$‘,;.; ;j:.-:::‘@;’ ::;j G
Toe strip lefi - 0.25 - 1.0 m.
Toe strip left - 1 m 4
G.
B
B
-A;-:
,,,
5.:.
:.
:
-:;,-.T:;:.
.:I.
‘&
‘.-I,._:.
Top strip left -0.25 m wide ..
:~j$,:‘::j,“~;;
-.;,:&,-....I...:_
-1G.
TOD strip lefi - 0.25 - 1.0 m- ‘.
’ -I& ;,;- ;.../:;:&z,:~~,~:
.!,IG
Top strip left - 1 m +
Selective cutting (< 20 %)
G.
G
B

Grazina r
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G
B :_
G
A
G
B

STAGE 5

ASSESS CHANNEL

WILDLIFE

QUALITY

This allows a rapid assessment.of the wildlife.quality of the river based on channelfeatures. It takes no account of rare or protected species or sites that are designated
for their wildlife valueand. it is expected that FER staff will have notified Flood
Defence if these are present. If they are, then the.quality of the watercourse is
automatically- High and FER staff should beeonsulted if anything other. than -Best,
Good or Existing Practice is to be used.
Rivers with a highwildlife value usually have a range of different river.features.which
typically depend on type and size of the watercourse and the management regime..Theymajority of rivers which are managed.to control vegetation are less physically
diverse than many unmanaged ones. Physical structure as well as the vegetation is a
very important element in determining wildlife.interest and many managed rivers have
lost diversity of both., River channels of the best wildlife.quality are likely to hold ..I
large amounts of all, or most; of the features listed below. Lower quality rivers will
have fewer features present and/or smaller amounts of them,. A river may be
considered of high quality. if it scores three or more high scores as described.in the
checklist below.
If the maintenance is to extend over a length of river more than 500m, divide it into ‘-..
reaches of no more than this length-to-make the assessment... I
Checklist of channel features which indicate high quality

Variation in depth and velocity (riffles, pools,:‘rapids, runs/glides, slacks).
Estimate the proportion of each in the reach being assessed for management.
If no single flow type extendsover more than half the reach or at least three
flow types are -present then score l&&.

Extensive beds or well-developedfringes of dense submerged and/or
emergent vegetation. Assess the extent of these on both sides of the channel
within the assessment reach. ‘1If they.are present in patches at least 5m long
and 0:5m wide (or 10% of the channel width in channels-C5m wide). forbetween a quarter:and three quarters of the reach then score hip;h.
Well-developed transitional zone between river- and edge of channel.
Transitional zone features are sediment bars, mud exposures and shallow
gradient banks including those containing reed, Where a well developed.
transitional zone with reed occurs this may also score highly under the:.
preceding section. They must be damp at all times. If 25% of the reach has
sediment exposed or transitional features present-during low flows then score
hiah..
Many minor habitatfeatures provide structural diversity to a channel. These
include submerged tree roots;logs,- small backwaters with accumulations of
fallen leaves, large rocks, overhanging and trailing branches, marginal flood
litter etc. If ten examples of these are present in a.500m length, or pro rata;
but not less than two examples’per 50m, then score h&h+ .-
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.

Aquatic plantforms. Using the photographs on pages 19-21, identify how
many forms occur in the assessmentreach. If four. or more forms of aquatic
plant growth occur in a 500 m stretch then score h&-h. For a shorter length
then three or more forms should occur for it to score hih.

The following photographs illustrate features in channelsthat make them of high
wildlife quality. Use them together with the checklist of features most often
associatedwith high wildlife quality to confirm the existing wildlife quality of your
river. It should be noted that these photographs only illustrate features of high
quality and do not provide a quality assessmentfor a reach.
Following the photographs of features are illustrations of the nine types of aquatic
plants.
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STAGE 6 ASSESS BANK

WILDLIFE

QUALITY

This allows a rapid assessment of the wildlife quality of the river based on bank
features. It takes no account of rare or protected species or sites that are designated
for their wildlife value and it is expected that FER staff will have notified Flood
Defence if these are present. If they are, then the quality of the watercourse is
automatically High and Conservation staff should be consulted if anything other than
Best, Good or Existing Practice is to be used.
Rivers with a high wildlife value usually have a range of different bank features which
typically depend on type and size of the watercourse, vegetation structure and the
management regime. The majority of rivers which are managed to control vegetation
are less physically diverse than many unmanaged ones. Physical structure as well as
the vegetation is a very important element in determining wildlife interest. Uniform
banks are therefore not of high quality. Banks of high wildlife quality are likely to
hold large amounts of all, or many, of the features listed below or show a wide
variation in form. Those features that are asterisked below will not normally occur
on managed banks. Accordingly banks subject to routine maintenance will not
normally be considered as of High quality unless they hold all three of the nonasterisked features. However, if asterisked features are present, they may be included
in the assessment and any three features scoring high will count.. Additionally, any
bank should score High where if it has a continuous run of important transitional
zone habitats (see channel wildlife quality) or natural tree cover.
If the maintenance is to extend over more than 500m of river, divide it into reaches of
no more than this length to make the assessment.
Checklist of bank features which indicate high quality
*
not normally present on managed banks
l

l

l

l

Well-developed transitional zone between river and bank. Transitional zone
features will include sediment bars, poached mud exposures, and shallow gradient
banks including those containing reed. They must be damp at all times. If25%
of the reach has sediment exposed or transitional features present during low
flows then score u
Many minor habitat features providing structural diversity. These include roots
stabilising banks providing edge and underwater habitats, earth clifhs, boulders,
soil slips, and cattle drinks. If ten examples are present in a 500m length or pro
rata but not less than two examples per 50m then score hiah.
Herbage of varied heights with a mix of tall stands and shorter areas. If grazed,
then at low intensity with some areas short and others longer. If present over
more than 25% of the length then score h&&.
*Stands of bushes or scrub (including bramble) with gaps or glades holding grass
and herbs. If present over 50% score hi&.
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l

*Axed

structure of all vegetation @es which includes scrub, rank tall ,’

vegetation, short swards over more than half of the reach scores hip&.
0

*S&Z&Softrees or well-spaced specimens. More than 20 individual specimensor
5 clumps score high.

The following photographs illustrate features on banks that make them of high
wildlife quality. Use them together with the checklist of features most oRen
associatedwith.high wildlife quality to confirm the existing wildlife quality of your
river. It should be noted that these photographs only illustrate features of high
quality and do not provide a quality assessmentfor a reach.
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STAGE 7

ASSESSMENT OF ADJACENT LAND WILDLIFE

QUALITY

As vegetation maintenance can potentially affect the,water table in adjacent-land it is
essential to evaluate the wildlife value of adjacent land: It should be assumed to be of
hi& wildlife quality if it contains any of the following features: -.
I.

Woodland that includes permanent or seasonal open water.

II.

Woodland that is subject to regular flooding or has a high watertable (these
typically. contain alders and willows).

III.

Ponds or other open water bodies.

IV.

Swamp. areas which are regularly flooded or have high water-tables (these
include tall-herb fens and fen meadows, true swarnps,reedbeds, marshes etc).

V.

Grassland that issubject to regular flooding or has a h&water-table
Corn..
whatever source.. This may include damp hay meadows, inundation grasslands
or tussocky grassland-Ywhich may be improved or unimproved.

The following

photographs

illustrate the features listed.

[Adjacent land that is of high wildlife value but is not dependent on water levels is
not considered as High quality in the context of these Guidelines.]
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